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I AW EXPERIMENT IN THE ELIMINATION OP COMMON ERRORS OF SPEECH
IN A CONTROL GROUP BY INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
(Telephone Conversation)
"Hello, is that you, Edith?"
"Yep, It's me. What do you want? I haven't got much time 'cause
Ma's waiting for me."
"Well, I want to know the pages for our English homework. Can
you tell me what they are?"
"Yep. Hitchcock, you know that New Practice Book, pages 238-240.
Write exercise 2. At least, I think that's the pages. It's
about us in' I an' me and things like that."
"Thanks --Sorry you haven't got tine to talk. Goo' "bye."
II STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND IDEALS UNDERLYING IT
Such, we recognize, might be the conversation of many of
our own pupils out of our hearing. How we seem to have failed 1
It is evident that "Pages" have held little of real importance
because the everyday speech habits have not been corrected. It
is with the modification of these speech habits, the elimination
of common errors of speech, that this experiment will deal. Every
teacher realizes the vital need for some means of making the
English of the classroom the English of the playground, the street,
and the home
.
Not only is there a recognition of t} is need but there is an
ideal which must accompany it. We shall accept the phrasing of
this ideal as it appears in "The Reorganization of English in
Secondary Schools" compiled by James Fleming Fosic, and in
"Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education."
re
(1) Education in a democracy within and without
the school should develop in each individual
the knowledge, interests, ideals, he bits end
powers whereby he will find bis piece end use
that place to shape both himself and society
toward ever nobler ends.
(2) The facility thet a child of twelve or fourteen
may acquire in the use of the tool subjects is
not sufficient for the needs of modern life.
This is particularly true of the mother tongue .
Throughout the secondary school, instruction and
pre ct ice should go hand in hand --but only so much
theory should be taught at eny one time as will
show result? in practice.
(3) The school nmst supuly the pupils with an effec-
tive tool of thought and of expression for use
in their tmblic and private life, i.e., tbe best
commend of language which, under the circumstances,
can be given.
In these statements from two recognized authorities it seems
that tbe English teecher, even in this one ohase of her n-ork, is
given an almost endless t»sk. However, in "Locating the Language
Errors of Children", e study reported in "The Elementery School
Journal", December 1920, it was stated that if the ten most common
errors were eliminated, 51^ of all oral language mistakes made by
children would be eliminated. J-t is generally accepted, too, thet
the number of errors made by any one child is relatively small.
These two facts make the task seem somewhat more possible.

Contacts with pupils that force the need to ones attention,
a willingness to assume one teacher's responsibility to the in-
dividual pupils of her class^and the realization that per pupil
*
vthe number of language errors is relatively small lead me to
attempt the following experiment: "The Elimination of Common
Errors by the Individual Method"
•
It is to be hoped that the results are conclusive enough,
and the means sufficiently motivated to prove of value to some-
one else who may be interested in the same problem.
GENERAL PLAIT
The experiment was conducted in two Junior commercial groups
of approximately equal ability; one taught by the so-called tra-
ditional class-recitation method, one in which Individual instruc-
tion was used. The two divisions spent approximately the same
amount of time on the work, took the same tests, and knew of the
competition, although competition between groups was not capital-
ized to any extent.
Class C was the group in which the traditional grammar-text
book method was used. It was taught by Miss X , a teacher of
many years' experience and one to whom student teachers are sent
for observation and practice teaching^ so she is well qualified
to undertake such an experiment.
Class E was my own group in which the individual method was
used.
BE EQUATING THE GROUPS
The equating of the two experimental groups demands especial
care. According to McCall in "How to Experiment in Education",
"Equivalence of groups does not require that all subjects parti-
cipating in the experiment be equivalent but^Uflfoes mean that
c
the groups participating be equivalent. To be equivalent the
various groups must have like means and like variability among
the subjects constituting each group. To have like means and
like variability implies in turn that for every subject in one
group there should be an equivalent subject in every group."
Following the customary practice of attempting to gain
equivalence on the basis of general ability, the "Terman Group
Test of Mental Ability" and the "Otis Self -Administering Tests
of Mental Ability" were given. In September the classes C and E
contained 35 and 34 pupils respectively. During the time this
experiment was carried on, the pupils in each group were tested
as though the complete class record were to appear in the final
statement of the work. At the end of the time allot ed, March 26,
the pupils were paired a3 suggested by BfeOall. ) Because of a
larger number of higher I Q's in group % and a rather decided
lower tendency in group E, many pupils' records do not appear
in this statement since it was impossible to find balances for
them in this scheme. The fact that some pupils did not take
tests, that a few had been taught by the individual method in
Grade X, and that some left school during the time accounts
for others not appearing. However, it was possible to pair
forty-two pupils, twenty-one in each group who were reasonably
nearly alike in Terman and Otis I Q's, in chronological ages,
languages spoken in the home 3j and social environment.
A chart is shown which gives the ranking of each pupil as
well as the social equating of t he classes according to the lan-
guage spoken in the home and the occupation of the father.
rY
Summarizing it briefly we have:
Class C (Control) Class E (Experimental)
Range
Terman I 4 1 s 115-83 112 - 82
Otis I Q's 125-92 124 - 90
Median
Terman I Q's 99 95
Otis I Q's 106 105
Range in Age 17 yrs. 3 mos. — 18 yrs.--15 yrs. 8 mos.
15 yrs.
Median Age 16 yrs. 6 mos. 16 yrs. 5 ^os.
Number of pupils in
homes where English
is not spoken 1
Number where English
and another language
is spoken 5 11
Number where English
only is spoken 15 10
The social standing in both groups is approximately the same
as all the pupils come from homes of the working class. Although
Class C, the Control Group, has a tendency to be somewhat higher
than E, the Experimental Group, in general the two are equated as
nearly as possible as McCall suggests.
CHOOSING TESTS FOR THE EXPERIMENT
After giving the tests of mental ability^ the next step in the
procedure was the choosing of tests which seemed adapted to Junior
groups, which contained norms for Grade XI, and which gave a rel-
atively wide range of grammatical error s, as well as those having
several forms.

Testa investigated Reasons for Not Using
Cross English Test
(World Book Co.)
Not confined to common errors of
speech
Columbia English Test ( same)
Tressler—Llinlmum Essentials ( same)
Three tests were finally chosen.
"The Wilson Language Error Test" was selected because of its
form. The pupil must be more alert to recognize the errors, although
they are very common, because they appear in the form of a story told
by a child. Pupils often fail on an error in this test v/hen they do
not in a test which is in the single sentence form. Because of this,
it seems more searching. It contains three stories, or forms and
has norms for each grade.
"Diagnostic Tests in English Composition: Grammar" by Conkling -
Pressey was selected for the wide scope of its material. It is made
up of thirty groups of sentences with four in each group-. The in-
correct sentence is to be checked, thus it is necessary for the stu-
dent to know the work in order to recognize the wrong one; at least
he has only a fourth of a chance to guess correctly, furthermore,
it has four forms, and norms for high school grades.
"Charter^' Diagnostic Language Test: Verbs" v/as chosen because
it checks on a large number of verb forms. Since the incorrect use
of verbs makes up approximately 50^ of all errors, verbs should de-
mand an increased amount of attention. However, this test does not
have norms for high school. Neither does it have three forms as do
the other tests selected. The latter objection was overcome some-
what by a special test made up for use in this experiment and
checked by the Charters test as will be shown in the explanation
which precedes the copy of the illustration itself.
ri
WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST
By G. M. Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by Alice Dunn, Washington School, Boston
and Eleanor J. Murphy, Champlain School, Boston
TEST 2
For Elementary and High Schools
Write your name here
(First name, initial, and last name)
What was your age last birthday ? years
What is your birthday ?
(Month and day)
Write your grade .... Your teacher's name
Name of school Name of city. .
.
What is your father's occupation ?







This is a test to see if you can correct the mistakes that a pupil has made in writing a
story. Here is a very short sample story. See if you can find the mistakes in it
:
Sample story
Willie come to visit us. He is only six years old. He stayed a hour. He has went
home. I like to Willie.




Willie eeme to visit us. He is only six years old. He stayed \hour. He has w^trt
home. I like Willie.
That is the way you are to do in this test. There are three stories in this folder, but you
will take only the first one unless your teacher tells you differently. You are to correct all
the mistakes in that story just as has been done in the sample. Draw a line through each
wrong word and write the correct word above it. Be very careful to correct every mis-
take. Work at your usual rate. You will be given time enough to finish unless you are
very slow.
Be a good sport ; do your best and play fair.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1929 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, wlet: 2-1
PBINTED IN U.S.A.
S^^X STORY D Lang Error: 2
Playing Marbles
Marbles is a good game. I seen some boys playing the game yesterday. I went
home to look for my supply of marbles. I couldn't find none, so I went to my father.
I said to him, "Father, I ain't got no marbles. Will you give me a dime?"
Father saw that I was in earnest, so he give me a dime. He done it willingly.-
Me and father is very good friends.
I started down the street. I had not went very far, when I met John Taylor. John
he is a good friend of mine. He had saw me leave are house, and had came to meet
me. I owed him a dime but he did not ask me to pay him. I suppose he wished me to
have some marbles so as I could play with him. He had some marbles hisself. He is
awful good to me.
I ask him to go to the store with me. "I can't," he said, "I have got an errand
to do. Can I play with you when I have did the errand?" We agreed and spent
the hole afternoon together. We had a good time. We expect to play agin. If I
was him, I would practice more. Their is no other way to become a good player.
I git some practice every day.
Number of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
(Score)
t S miAjL~ 11 STORY E Lang Error: 2
A School Dialogue
John : "Has the first bell rang?"
Frank : "I ain't heard no bell."
John : "Have you got them examples that the teacher give us to solve to home?"
Frank: "I did all but the last one. I can't hardly see how to begin it. Me and Jim
worked together. How many did you get?"
John : "I looked them over and seen that I didn't know nuthin about them. So I
went over to see Charley. Him and me tried too or three and couldn't get
them. Can I copy your'n ? I wish we had a teacher who could learn us
better."
Frank : "Here they be. Oh, John, have you ever seen my new air rifle? I showed
it to Jim when he come over last night. I tell you it's a fine one. Jim he
was certainly pleased with it."
John : "I wish I had went to your house last night so that I might of seen it. Did
Jim tell you that we had ketched a rabbit in our trap?"
Frank : "Yes, he told me. Jim and I is going to the woods on Saturday and you
may go too if you wish. Jim says there are plenty of nuts in his uncle's
woods, an we are welcome to them."
John : "I wish I was rich. I would buy a bag of English walnuts for you and I."
Number of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
(Score)
S-e^ML STORY F Lang. Error, 2
The Movies
Me and Louis goes to the movies nearly every Saturday. We have went now for
five weeks. One day I couldn't hardly see because a big man set in front of me. They
was a picture about hunters in Africa. Frank and Harry were the leaders. There
boat wasn't no bigger than are rowboat. They had guns, beads, food, and many
other things. Frank he sat in front and Harry behind. Frank seen sum tracks.
They tied the boat. Frank said, "See them tracks? I'll learn you too track wild
animals." They were creeping along when all to once out jumped a lion and caught
Frank. Harry didn't have no time to lose. He fired just in time to save Frank.
Harry said, "It was a good thing for both you and I that I fired when I did."
Another time they come to a village as the natives was having a war dance. They
were took by the natives an made prisoners. All their things were put in the tent
with them. Harry had a victrola. He played it. The natives thought he was the
god of sounds. He give them the victrola so as him and Frank might go free.
George has been to the movies every day this week. He don't have to work as
we do. He hasn't done nothing but play all summer.
Number of errors corrected
Number of errors not corrected
Sum
(Score)
Published by the ^P11'* Soore
PUBLIC SCHOOL PUBLISHING CO. 1
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Printed in TJ. S. A.
DIAGNOSTIC LANGUAGE TEST









_...Age today Race Sex
(Tears, Months)
School Grade „ Teacher _
VERBS
Form I
Grades III to XII
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
After telling the children not to read the papers, ask those on the front seats to
distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil in the class. Have
each pupil fill in the blanks at tho top. Then say, "Look at the directions while I
read them to you."
DIRECTIONS: (To be read by the teacher and pupils together.)
"This test is given to pupils who have studied language lessons to see how well
they are able to tell when sentences are right and when they are wrong. Now look
at the sample below."
1. I told him to go.
"The plan is to read this sentence over carefully to see if it is right. If It is
right, make a cross on the dotted line below the sentence. The sentence, 'I told him
to go,' Is right so we shall make a cross on the dotted line below it. Make the eros*
now." (The teacher should pause to allow time for doing this and should pass around
the room in the lower grades to make certain every pupil understands).
"If the sentence is not right, we are to pat the correct word or words on the
dotted line below it. Let as try one that is not right."
8. Mary set in that chair.
"The right form is "Mary sat in that chair.' So we shall write 'sat' on the
line below it."
"Now children this is what you are to do on the rest of this page and on the
next page. (Pointing). Bead each sentence carefully to see if it is all right.
If it is all right, make a cross on the dotted line below it. If it has a wrong word
in it, put the right word on the dotted line. Do not hurry. Be sure to get there
right. When you have finished, bring your paper to me. Begin I"
This is not a speed test so ample time should be allowed for each to finish.
1. I saw him.
2. They set there yesterday.
3. The boys have ran away.
4. My sister come home yesterday.
5. Mary ask me yesterday.
6. We was on time.
90-2p
7. We laid down last night.
8. I have fell many times.
9. Has the bell rang!
10. He shall drown if no one rescues him.
11. The ice and snow has melted.
12. I seo Helen yesterday.
13. Will I do this!
14. I have wrote the lesson.
15. I done all of them yesterday.
16. I give him that pencil last Monday.
17. Lay down, Tige.
18. I have ate some.
19. Has William went hornet
20. Yesterday we run a mile.
21. My aunt and uncle is away.
20. You have forgot.
27. He was setting in the nun.
28. He run in front of me as I came in.
29. Let it lay there.
30. What does those words mean.
31. May I set with himt
32. He has took my pencil.
33. Has he came yett
34. After that he begin to cry.
35. Each of us were going.
36. Neither of them are right.
37. A penny was laying on the desk.
38. I have did the test.
39. I seen a robin.
40. My lesson has been tore out.
"FIRST SERIES TEST 2
i7 OUlZ- JbiAJUs - <^jL<£-

Conkling-Preasey
Grammar Teat, Grades 7-12
FORM 1
Printed In U. S. A.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION:
(C) GRAMMAR, FORM 1
Name Age.
Grade or Class School
City - State Date
Directions—Read Carefully
!
Notice the four statements below
:
They were here.
13 We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English ; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence
is incorrect mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square ; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO
SO. AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE
!
Devised by F. R. Conkling Department of Psychology
and S. L. Presaey The Ohio State University
187-4»
1. O Were you notified of the change?
Why doesn't that letter come?
It don't seem possible.
Smith was here yesterday.
2. Swimming, boating, and fishing is great fun.
A Ford is economical because first cost and up-keep are low.
How are Mrs. Smith and Dorothy?
Physics or botany is required for graduation.
3. There is no excuse for these delays.
There is too many people in this room.
Along the bank there were large trees.
Between Fanny and Helen there have been no secrets.
4. Immigrants who have no money are not allowed to enter.
All pupils who failed this examination are to do extra work.
Coal which dealers ordered months ago is not yet delivered.
Things that Ruth thought essential for her comfort was lacking.
5. Lee, with all his soldiers, was forced to surrender.
Tom and Dick were here.
The proprietor, together with all his clerks, was arrested.
Several bystanders, as well as the thief, was injured.
6. The bright colors of the picture appeal to him.
The first one of the runners was just rounding the bend.
Q The box of pens have disappeared.
The consumption of soft drinks is steadily increasing.
7. Will someone lend me his pencil?
Everybody did their best.
Each girl must have her own work to do.
All the girls want their report cards returned.
8. Either of the candidates will make themselves popular with the voters.
Neither Fred nor John knew his lesson.
Both John and Henry have their cars here.
No boy or girl should be disrespectful to his or her parents.
9. No one cares to be so peculiar that people laugh at him.
Many people in the audience said that they could not hear the speaker.
If anybody makes a motion to resist, arrest him at once.
If one tries they can succeed.
10. A fireman must be brave, for he is often in great danger.
The student becomes nervous, and as a result he fails.
If a person cannot swim they should not go out in a canoe.
If boys once begin smoking it is hard to break them of the habit
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!
11. The time seemed to pass very swiftly.
She folded, sealed, and mailed the letter.
He ask me the way to the station.
We have used that sewing machine for years.
12. He almost drowned while trying to swim across the river.
John clumb the tree to the limb where the kitten was.
The police dragged the river for the body.
At recess we attacked the snow fort.
13. I saw Harold at school this morning.
Mary did all the things that you wished to have done.
Arthur came over to see you yesterday.
He run until he was out of breath.
14. Our heater bursted and flooded the cellar.
She heard all that you said.
The path led to the top of the hill.
The corn grew fast during the hot spell.
15. He had drunk all the lemonade.
Mother has given Harry a watch for his birthday.
Helen was borned on Christmas day.
I have never ridden over worse roads.
16. You should have seen the fireworks yesterday.
He might of been injured severely.
He ought to have gone home with you.
He must have gone by another road.
17. I set the basket there last night
She sat down in the big chair.
Mother likes to sit by the window and read.
He had set down in another man's seat.
18. Mother lay down on the couch to rest.
Mary has laid here, resting, since dinner.
Tom laid his book on the wet table.
Lie down on the bed while you are waiting for the doctor.
19. You may leave the book on the table.
The sick girl left the class.
The teacher let me go early.
The police left the thief escape.
20. John asked if he might go home.
Can you speak French ?
Can I go if I will promise to return early?
May I go fishing this afternoon?
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE I
21. There is the man whom yon wished to see.
There home is not far from here.
They're planning to spend this winter in Florida.
There's the car the Smiths thought was theirs.
22. Two of our friends are going with us.
We hope to hear from you soon regarding this bill.
Helen takes everything to seriously.
Return the book to me when you finish reading it.
23. It will be an hour before we can go.
John's hat and coat are new.
An old man fell on the slippery pavement.
Mary has a pencil and a apple on her desk.
24. She is very good to her mother.
All things considered, she did well.
I can swim as good as John.
He had a cold, but is now well again.
25. He looked quickly about the room.
She is very careful and exact.
The leader looked very imposing.
He spoke very distinct.
26. The work was done miserably poorly.
Was he injured very serious?
* That canned fish tastes bad.
Q That statement is surely wrong.
27. Whom did they say was hurt?
Whom did they suspect?
Who do you suppose it was?
Whom did they take him to be?
28. Father sent Walter and I to the store.
Both Arthur and I went.
They asked either John or me to go.
It was he who knocked.
29. Does that apply to us girls?
We mothers are all coming.
He found us girls at the candy store.
They asked we boys to help them.
30. Q All the family will be there except you and me.
I am as much to blame as he.
The stranger sat down between Mary and I.
Q I like him better than her.
When you have finished, GO BACK OVER YOUR WORK TO BE SURE




In order to have the same number of forms for each test used
in the experiment, it was necessary., to make one which would corre-
spond as nearly as- possible to the Charters" Verb Tests" I and II.
By using the verb tests in the order of Charters' Form I, Special,
and Form II, it seemed that fairly accurate results might be ex-
pected.
To make tho Special correspond to Forms I and II, each verb
form was checked as it appeared in the Charters ' Verb Tests "and
then used in the Special. In the following chart the first word
shows the verb incorrectly used for the one in parenthesis.
Column I shows the number of times the particular form appears
in Charters' Test I, Column 2^in Charters' II, and column 3, in
the Special.
Verb Form Charters I II S Verb Form Charters I II S
set (sat) 1 see (saw) 1 1 1
set (sit) 2 1 1 will (shall) 1 1 1
have ran 1 1 1 have wrote 1 1 1
come (came) 1 1 done (did) 1 1 1
ask (asked) 1 1 1 give (gave) 1 1 1
we was, (you-they)
laid (lay)
1 1 1 lay (lie) 2 2 2
1 1 1 have ate 1 1 1
have fell (has fell) 1 1 1 has went 1 1 1
has rang 1 1 1 run (ran) 2 2 2
shall (will) 1 1 1 aunt and uncle is 1 1 1
snow and ice has 1 1 1 rung (rang) 1 1 1
was broke 1 1 1 each of us were (was) 1 1 1
sung (sang) 1 1 1 neither of then are (is) 1 1 1
don't (doesn't) 1 1 1 laying (lying) 1 1 1
have forgot
setting (sitting)
1 1 1 have did 1 1 1
1 1 1 seen (saw) 1 1 2
does (do) what do these 1 1 1 has been tore 1 1 1
words mean? ran (sentence 1 correct) 1
has took 1 1 1 saw (sentence 1 correct) 1
came (come) 1 2 1 came (sentence 1 correct 1
begin (began) 1 1 1








Read the sentence over carefully to see if it is right.
If it is, put a "c M on the line at the right.
If the sentence is not correct put the correct word or words on the line at the
right.
Do not hurry. Be sure to have each sentence correct.
BeginI
1. 'Ye came home yesterday.
2. It sets on the table.
"*""
3. The baby has ran away.
4. I ask Mother about it last night.
5. They was too late for the party.
6. 'Ye laid down for an hour yesterday.
7. Your pencil has fell from the desk.
8. Has she rang the bell?
9.. She shall drown unless help reaches her within a minute*
10. The ditch and brook has been full since the rain.
11. Mother see him last week..
12. Will I go? '
13. He has wrote his letter home.
14. Ruth done her work well.
15. Helen give it to me last Christmas.
16. Lay down for an hour's rest, Helen.
17. He has ate his breakfast. -
18. I seen her do it. "
'
19. She run home ten minutes ago.
20 » Ruth and Helen i« away.
21. John rung the bell when I asked him.
22. It was broke two days ago.
~~~~~~~~~~
__,
23. She likes to lay down each day. •
~~~~*~~~~~~~IZZZ!ZZZI
24. We sung songs for two hours
.
25. She don't believe in doing it.
26. They had forgot to do their work.
27. It is setting on the desk.
28. He run away last week.
29. What. does these marks mean?
~
30. She was took sick suddenly.
31. They come home for last Christmas.
_
32. Last night he begin studying at' eight o } clockT
"
33. Each of the girls were going,
34. Neither of the books are interesting.
35. The book is laying on the floor.
36. She has did the work.
37. We seen her yesterday.
38 ^ She come for her test today. ^_
39. Your sister has went home.
40. She has tore her dress.

SECOND SERIES TEST 3
Grammar Test, *r
**==
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION:
(C) GRAMMAR, FORM 2
Name , Age.




Notice the four statements below:
They were here.
|Y| We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English ; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence
is incorrect mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO
SO. AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE1










Printed In TJ. S. A.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION:
(C) GRAMMAR, FORM 2
Name - Age.
Grade or Class School.
City. State. Date.
Directions—Read Carefully 1
Notice the four statements below:
They were here.
|Y| We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English ; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence
is incorrect mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO
SO. AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE1
Devised by S. L. Pressey Department of PsychologyThe Ohio State University
242-4p
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1. John doesn't like his book.
We don't recite today.
Don't he know his lesson?
Jack, were you at the game yesterday ?
2. Mahogany and oak are much used in making furniture.
Either Smith or Anderson are going.
Where are Mary and the baby?
Life in the country is easier, because rent and food are cheap.
3. There is so many automobiles that it is unsafe for children.
There are three more weeks before vacation begins.
Between the two schools there has been much rivalry.
At this crossing there have been many accidents.
4. Children who forgot their money were sent home.
The things that were on the table are gone.
The fire, which had spread to other buildings, was still burning.
All adults who have lived here one year is allowed to vote.
5. The chief complaint of the employees is regarding overtime.
The leaders of the mob have been captured.
Excessive use of cigarets are injurious.
The card of hooks and eyes is priced at five cents.
6. The teacher, as well as the pupils, were late this morning.
The truck, with its contents, was seized by the police.
All of the students, with the exception of Black, were present.
The man, with the help of two boys, was able to put out the blaze.
7. The girls will have indigestion if they bolt their food.
If a person wants a good laugh, he should go to that circus.
A taxicab driver must be quick, or he cannot avoid accidents.
The fly breeds in refuse, and then they come to our dinner table.
8. Somebody has taken my book.
In the fire drill each pupil has his place.
All the workmen want their wages weekly,
fj Every boy must provide their own lunch.
9. Evidently neither of the girls prepared herself for this part.
Either Frank or Henry hurt themselves.
Jane and Alice are studying their lessons together.
No man or woman should fail to cast his or her vote.
10. People often say they do not care for a thing they cannot afford.
If anybody asks for an excuse, send them to me.
No one wants his faults made known to others.
If one is critical he must expect to be criticized.
Do not stop: GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!
11. O He asked me for a match.
He seemed certain that we would win.
He turned, smiled, and waved his hat to me.
They use to go to church every Sunday.
12. Have you heard of the accident ?
How the baby has growed since I saw him last
!
He has gone to town.
I haven't seen him since last summer.
13. The dog ran after the boys.
He had never ridden on a merry-go-round before.
The teacher give a book to each pupil.
John did his work carefully.
14. The guide led the men to the secret pass.
Were you born in April ?
The tire burst with a loud noise.
Then Jim come running in to tell us the good news.
15. The men dragged the log to the sawmill.
The early settlers were often attacked by the Indians.
The boy was drownded when his boat was caught in the
The mercury climbed to ninety-eight in the shade.
16. You must a known him in high school.
You ought to have been with us on our trip.
You wouldn't have known her ; she is much changed.
John might have misunderstood the directions.
17. The train left an hour ago.
Leave the poor boy alone
!
Mother will not let me go on the picnic.
Leave me go home 1
18. She sat down near me, but did not say a word.
The sun set in a bank of cloud.
How much longer do you intend to set there?
The posts for the new fence are set twenty feet apart.
19. He lied to me about the money.
Lay down here until you feel better.
My knife has lain in the grass and become rusty.
The shower will at least lay the dust.
20. He may be late this evening.
Can I please speak to Dorothy about the English lesson?
My mother said I might go to the park for the afternoon.
Could you swim as well when you were his age?
Do not stop: GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!

avvna "1 f Pupil's Scorev Published by the
Form 2
Grades III to XII
PUBLIC SCHOOL PUBLISHING CO.
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.
DIAGNOSTIC LANGUAGE TEST
By W. W. Charters
City County _ _ State _ Date..
Name - Age today _ Eace _ _ Sex
.
(Years, Months)
School _ Grade Teacher
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
After telling the children not to read the papers, ask those on the front seats to
distribute the papers, placing one upon the desk of each pupil in the class. Have
each pupil fill in the blanks at the top. Then say, "Look at the directions while I
read them to you."
DIRECTIONS: (To be read by the teacher and pupils together.)
"This test is given to pupils who have studied language lessons to see how well
they are able to tell when sentences are right and when they are wrong. Now look
at the sample below."
1. I told him to go.
"The plan is to read this sentence over carefully to see if it is right. If it is
right, make a cross on the dotted line below the sentence. The sentence, 'I told him
to go,' is right so we shall make a cross on the dotted line below it. Make the cross
now." (The teacher should pause to allow time for doing this and should pass around
the room in the lower grades to make certain every pupil understands).
"If the sentence is not right, we are to put the correct word or words on the
dotted line below it. Let us try one that is not right."
2. Mary set in that chair.
"The right form is 'Mary sat in that chair.' So we shall write 'sat' on the
line below it."
"Now children this is what you are to do on the rest of this page and on the
next page. (Pointing). Read each sentence carefully to see if it is all right.
If it is all right, make a cross on the dotted line below it. If it has a wrong word
in it, put the right word on the dotted line. Do not hurry. Be sure to get them
right. When you have finished, bring your paper to me. Begin!"
This is not a speed test so ample time should be allowed for each to finish.
1. He ran away. 4. He come running when I called.
2. The boys set in one seat last Sunday. 5. I ask her last night.
3. The girls have ran inside. 6. Tou was not looking.
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7. She laid on the bed all day yesterday. 24. John sung a song at Mary's party.
8. He has fell down. 25. My father don't cry.
9. Has the gong rangf
10. I will drown if he doesn 't come.
26. My father had forgot to come.
27. We were setting on the steps.
11. John and Will has gone. 28. We run home yesterday.
12. I see him last night. 29. Let the book lay there.
13. Will I get your coat for youT 30. What good does these do?
14. I haven't wrote it yet. 31. Where does George sett
15. He done his work yesterday. 32. They have took the dog away.
16. Once he give me a ride. 33. Mr. Fox has came.
17. You must lay down every day. 34. When he entered, the bear begin to
growl.
18. Foxes have often ate chickens. 35. Each of them were afraid.
19. She has went already. 36. Neither of us are young.
20. She called and we run to her. 37. It was laying there.
21. The leaves of this book is torn. 38. He has did his problems.
22. He rung the gong last week. 39. He seen you do it.
23. My pencil was broke by the pencil-
sharpener.
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Notice the four statements below:
O They were here,
[x] We was going.
Where were you yesterday?
It was time to go.
One of these four sentences—"We was going"—contains something which
is not good English; the sentence should read "We were going." A cross has
been put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong.
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences.
And in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrect—contains some-
thing which is not good English. You are to find the wrong sentence in each
group and to put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before
"We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence
is incorrect, mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory; be sure to
mark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark
in the square; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. Any
doubtful marks will be counted against you.
As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. Be
sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or
second pages. Work rapidly.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE
!
Devised by S. L. Pressey
and L. C. Pressey
Department of Psychology
The Ohio State University
470-4P
1. Were they informed of his arrival t
Can you tell me why he doesn't write?
The girls is here now, Miss Johnson.
The melons were sold yesterday.
2. Was Mary and her grandmother there?
Either Martha or Betty is to blame.
The hat and coat are presents from my father.
The meeting was begun, and the report and new rule were read
3. There was nothing said about the visitors.
In this valley there has been two floods this year.
When we arrived, there was a line at the ticket window.
Here come the Smith twins.
4. Days so hot that they try one's patience come in August.
The circus, which delighted the children, has gone now.
Not all women who eat rich candy are fat.
Tenants who insist on keeping a dog has to move.
5. The hen, with all her chickens, was crossing the road.
The players, together with their coach, were on the train.
Mary and John are waiting for you.
All the boys, with the exception of John, is ill.
6. The supply of sandwiches is rapidly decreasing.
Eggs fresh from the country are sold here.
That set of books have been moved since yesterday.
The owner of the vacant lots wants to build a house.
7. All the children are at home with their parents.
Each woman talked about their own troubles.
Everybody wanted his particular plan carried out.
Who wants to try his luck first?
8. No girl or woman here knows their neighbors well.
Neither Jimmy nor Buddy keeps himself clean ten minutes.
Either John or Henry will get his name on the list of players.
Both Mary and Lucy will take their flowers home.
9. If one has the will, he will find the way.
Many passengers were getting into their life-belts.
When anybody has plenty, he should share with others.
No one should complain so much that people disUke them.
10. When a baby becomes cross, the nurse puts him to bed.
If a boy cannot climb fences he should not go with me.
When a new pupil comes to school they often are very shy.
If dogs become sick it is hard to cure them.
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!
11. The poor man asked for some water.
The Mexicans were used to hot weather.
We opened the door and walk in.
Anna seemed to be happy yesterday.
12. Q He was nearly drowned when he fell througn mm im.
The boys drug the sleds up the hill.
Sally climbed the cherry tree in the yard.
The Indians usually attacked a village just before sium«
13. The path has always run through this field.
He came to the party in a new suit.
Robert saw the first robin yesterday.
I done more work than you did.
14. Did you hear what I heared?
He went after you had gone.
Danny cried when his balloon burst.
Q She has grown more this year than she grew last.
15. He was given a thrashing for breaking the window.
Were you born on Sunday?
Have you ever drank sulphur water?
Ruth had never ridden a horse before.
16. The boys might have come home earlier.
Could you of been mistaken?
That must have been a terrible accident.
If he did that he ought to have been spanked.
17. The audience sat very still during the play.
The sun will have set by six o 'clock.
Set the alarm for half past five.
During the storm Mary set and shivered.
18. He lay in bed reading a magazine.
The dog lied down in the middle of the rug.
Please lay your flashlight where you can reach it easily.
Has that hen ever laid an egg?
19. Q The boat leaves tomorrow morning.
Has the cook left?
Let the boy have another chance.
Can't you leave the child play awhile?
20. Q Do you think I can run as fast as Jack?
May we lift that rock if we can?
Can I have another piece of cake?
I might do what you ask if I thought I could succeed.
Do not stop ; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAOE
I
21. That is their new secretary.
We are going their for lunch.
They're very sure they have never been there.
There's their train at the station now.
22. He expects to bring the package to the store.
Did he sell that bicycle to you?
James ordered too three-minute eggs.
I think he wants too much.
23. O An eager student is a great inspiration to his teacher.
The circus manager has bought an elephant and a tiger.
Henry has been gone more than an hour.
It is a long time before a express train is due.
24. That dinner looks good.
He does not write so well as he did.
She works well and gets along good with the manager.
It's good to see you so well again.
25. Your proposal sounds very interesting.
The bell rang furiously for ten minutes.
That lion acts dangerous.
He looks intelligent, but he doesn't talk sensible.
26. She dances unusually gracefully.
Will he limp very noticeable!
Those Japanese lanterns look decidedly attractive.
The old fellow can't move as rapidly as he did.
27. The employer could not decide who to choose.
Whom did he injure in the accident?
Who did you tell me is running for mayor?
I have told you who your best friend is.
28. Have Ruth and her seen this room?
The policeman ordered either them or us to leave.
We gave his mother and him the best seats.
The baby threw kisses to her and me.
29. We Republicans must hold together.
He caught us when we children were climbing the fence.
They are sending us teachers sample copies of the book.
The lawyer asked if us two would enter a complaint.
30. Q My brother is much heavier than I.
Hig father is as musical as he.
Except for David and she, I have seen no one.
For years there has been a feud between them and us.
GO BACK OVER YOUR WORK TO BE CERTAIN THAT
YOU HAVE MADE NO MISTAKES.


Copies of ell forma of all testa U3ed are included in this
report
.
With three tests, one In converse ti©nal form which is rather
searching, one with a wide scope of general errors, and one with
a variety of verb forms, it seemed that a rather thorough
diagnosis of the individual errors of a pupil could be made.
3ZE DIAGNOSIS—JftlLL—TESTING
Following a diagnosis gained by giving Story D of Wilson
"Language Error Test", Form I of Chart erS1 "Verbs Test", and
Form I of Conkling-Pressey "Diagnostic Test in English
Composition: Grammar" on October 30, 31 and November 1, there was
a period of drill. As each month's lesson plans were made, the
teachers of C and E agreed upon the drill time for that month.
The secona series of tests, Story E, Special Ver^ and Form II
of pressey were given January 14, 15 and 16. Then followed a
second period of drill, planned like the first. On March 26,
r
27, and £8 came the final testings which are recorded here, Story
F, of the Wilson Test, Form II of Charter and Form III of
Pressey. Thi/s diagnostic testing was followed by systematic
drill, a second testing was followed by more drill^and that in
turn, by testing.
YE PRINCIPLES WHICH ARE FUNDAMENTAL IN THE EXPERIMENT.
Individual Methods.
Each child has a comparatively small list of errors which
demands, perhaps; only one peculiar

point of explanation. Trfhy waste all the time
of the other members of the class for unnecessary
illustrations? The.: there is some freedom from
embarrassment when only the teacher knows of
the particular questions that the pupil wishes
to ask. Something of the supervised study
method is used with the teacher or a pupil
working with one who needs help.
"The method of practice experiment wherein one works
at one's limit and competes with ones own past
record may be made a regular feature in many
school drills. Experimental conditions
are stimulating largely because one has a
measure of one's success and progress; the
habit of checking up one's work can scarcely
fail to prove of benefit wherever measures of
success and failure are practicable The
children were deriving immediate satisfaction
from winning in a game where each was striving
to be a victor, not under the enervating con-
dition that he try to surpass someone who is
natively his superior uut under the energizing
condition that he surpass his own previous
days 1 performance .
"
(From Thorndike, "Practice in Case of Addition."
Am. Journal of Psychology, (original) Quotation
taken from T. C. C. University Contributions to
Ed. No. 58 "Practice in the Case of School
Children.")
Motivated Drill Principles
(1) Develop the desire to speak correctly. Create

a pride in the most beautiful language in the world.
(2) "Persona are interested in what they can do successfully, in
what they approach with confidence, and engage in with a sense of
accomplishment •
"
"Interest and Effort in Education" John Dewey
(3) Auditory memory is important.
(a) Prom "Language Teaching in the Grades" A.W. Cooley.
"Language is caught, not taught, put yourself where you
will hear the right; 3ay it, say it, say it again and
again. Listen to it until it sounds right and natural. Then
say it until the motor reaction is so automatic that the
right form says itself while the mind is engaged with its
thought content."
(b) In "Standards in English", J.J. Mahoney, we find "Good
English is a habit. It must be mastered by practice, not
by rule."
(4) "Language—————Drills Are Based on:—
(a) Repetition—The ear learns to recognize and expect
accepted forms. Given reasonable opportunity for practice,
the tongue will renorduce them naturally.
(b) Drill should be interesting so that attention may be
be effortless and recollection pleasant.
(o) There should be apparent occasion for the use of the
required forms and expressions.
(d) Bodily movement associated with mental activity
strengthens and fixes i pressions."
"Standards in English"—J.J. Mahoney
(5) 100$ accuracy, constantly held as an ideal stimulates
interest. 100£/o accuracy is demanded in many lines. It

a/
gives something very definite for which to strive; it
is workable.
The teacher may well remember these underlying principles
summarized briefly in terms of the individual pupil:
(1) Do not waste time for a class group when individual
explanation will eliminate that waste and in many
other ways be more effective.
(2) Create a situation in which the pupil competes v/ith his
own past record, a thing which is reasonable and
satisfying.
(3) Teach the pupil that he must use his language correctly;
overcome his prejudice against using good English . Wake
him see that he is taking one more step toward his
being a good American.
(4) Create an attitude of confidence and satisfaction in
each pupil, proving that he can do it correctly.
(5) Remember— "Say it; say it; say it until the right form
says itself."
(6) Work for 100$ accuracy.
1ZZZT METHODS OF ATTACK
The following is an illustration of the record sheet which
eaoh pupil had in his note book.
*•
Record of Tests and Errors












Errors Made. Check indict tes the times the same errors were
made •
(2) Following each series of tests such as Story D, Forms I
of Charter ' s' and Pressey 1 s^ each pupil was given a sheet of
rules which the test sentences illustrated. The sentence
nunber, and the rule number to which it corresponded were put
oc the "board. To illustrate:








Each pupil copied on a filing card the rule which was broken
in the sentence that he missed. The sentence, incorrectly given, was
copied in red ink and corrected in blue. As in:
12
Each, every, either, somebody, anyone, one, and other
similar pronouns -^are singular. They require a singular
verb and possessive.
Everyone should do his own work.
Is there anyone who has forgotten I is book?
Everyone should do his own work.
Is there anyone who has forgotten his book?
Thus each pupil was required to copy only the rules which he did not use
correctly. The cards are convenient to carry and use.
(3) For the teacher's convenience and use in checking, arranging of groups






Language spoken at home.
Father's occupation.
Score on
Charter's (40) Form I
Pressey (30) Form I










In order to conserve time as well as to give exceptional
pupils opportunity to lead, during the class period the class
was divided into groups according to errors made., and to ability.
One pupil was designated by the instructor as leader. He
acted as student teacher for the group, conducting the drills
and giving, if possible, the necessary explanation. Thus the
instructor was free to work with any particular group or
individual needing help. Any pupil was free to leave his first
group to go to another for help or drill on another of his errors
when he had completed correctly three , consecutive sets of drill,
(5) Drills used in groupings.
Written drills consisted of sets of fifteen sentences, each
set on a separate sheet of paper, illustrating only one rule.
The following is an illustration of a student's set of drills:
Use any correct form of lie or lay. (s)
1. I am going to down where I yesterday.
2. She- it down where I -yesterday.
3. The pencils are on the desk.
4. Has it there lone- ?
5. They on the floor, seventy, dirty, dying men,
6. She has- there for months with no hope of recovery,
7. Just as she- down the bell rang,
8. She was- on the couch, looking very pale.
9. He always his mail on the table so you will
probably find it -there now.
10. If he had them there, they wouldbe there now.
11. He——the child on the floor.
12. He has the baty on the bed.
13. We it there the other day.

14, The picture — on the chair. 1§, down^Mary.
Each set had its key so there was no question about
correctness. The group leader simply dictated the sentences for
the group and gave the corrections, followed by the necessary
explanation. At times pupils copied correctly the sentences
nriissed^and repeated each one ten times before the next English
period.
In general, each pupil was required to have three successive
lOO's before he was allowed to drill upon another error. This
added interest because pupils enjoyed seeing who had the fewest
number of drills for each error.
,
Sentences illustrating the
rules were handed in as homework. Providing these were good
enough, a student set, marked "S n as illustrated above, was
made up and used by other members of the group. Of coarse care
was necessary in selecting sentences which illustrated the
various uses.
(Comment). I believe this could be worked out nore
successfully providing each pupil had his own book of drills.
That was not possible, so we did what seemed to be the next
best thing. This method, however, has some advantages in that
it gives the pupils with few errors some responsibility, and
offers opportunity for competition with members of the group as
well as with the student's own past record.
In some cases practically the entire group received instruc-
tion, especially on lie and lay, who and whom. Only a third of
the class was excused from the first drills on the various uses
of is, are, has, have, was and were. In this instance, the
teacher conducted the drill. The rules were given, then the
sentences dictated, one at a time and. checked, until every member
of the group had one hundred once, then the drill went on as

usual under a student's leadership.
At first the grouo method may seem to have its difficulties,
hut the students soon find its advantages, and even the seeming
babble of the various groups ceases to disturb because each is
intent upon wording for his three 100' s.
(6) Oral composition day became a period when everyone was
very careful of what he said and how he said it, for each
pupil was given a written record of the errors be had made
during the period. Various penalties were inflicted upon
members of the class for certain errors. All "have gots" were
said at the expense of a penny. (Much excitement over how we
shall spend the money.)
(7) Testing on Class Drills
Prom January until March IV, approximately every three weeks,
mimeographed coDies of comprehensive tests were given to the
class as a whole. These tests served as the basis for one of the
most valuable and individualistic drills of the experiment --the
Daily Dozen.
( 8 ) Daily Dozens .
Following each test on class drills 3 each pupil received a slip
which contained his corrected errors on the test with instructions
to: Repeat each of the following 5-10 times daily.
It is sitting on the floor.
The clock sits on the desk.
The plant pot has sat there for some time.






The slip contained what seemed to be the difficult form for the
individual and gave him definite opportunity for repetition. Each
day when the daily dozens were assigned the class v/as checked for
having done them.
The three minutes between the warning and filing bells were
used for class daily dozens on the almost universally misused
forms.
Thus the methods which were used attempted to embody the
principles that seemed adapted to this type of an experiment.
HXI RESULTS OF TESTING
According to the plan, three forms of three tests were to
be given in series.
In the testing of Series X, October 30, 31 and November 1,
which followed practically no drill and so v/as purely diagnostic,
we had the following results:
Wilson Test Story D Class C (Control ) Class E (Experimental )
Range 19 - 27 21 - 28( perfect
score)
Median 24 24
Charter's Test Form I
Range 31 - 39 34 - 40( perfect
score)
Uedian 37 38
Pressey Test Form I
Range 17 - 28 19 - 30( perfect
score)
Median 24 27
From the first of November to the middle of January, the tests
were filed away and forgotten but the errors were not, for following





In Series II, or in the second forms of the three tests,
given January 14, 15 and 16 these results were shov/n:
.Yilson Test Story E Class C (Control ) Class E ( Esperimental )
Range 21 - 27 19 - 28 (perfect score)
Median 26 27
Thus C had raised the lower end of its range by two points
and its median by two, while E had lost two on its range and
gained three on the median.
Special Verb Test Class C (Control) Class E (Experimental )
Range j.2 - AO 37 - 40 (perfect score)
Median 37 39
In the Special Verb Test, then, C had raised the lower
extremity of its range one point as well as the upper, although
the median remained the same. In this test, E's lower figure was
raised three points, its upper had been, and still was, 100%
j
while its median had come up one point.
In the Pressey Test Form II of Series II
Class C (Control ) Class E (Experimental )
Range 18 - 29 25 - 30 (perfect score)
Median 27 29
Here Class C raised its r::.nge by one point at both extremes
v/hile its median was increased three points. In Class E^the
lower range was raised six points, and the median two.
Series III, the final testings, given March 26, 27 and 28
followed thorough drill on the part of both groups. These tests
show the following results:
..ilson Test Story F Class C (Control ) Class E (Experimental )
Range 22 - 28 26 - 28 (perfect score)
Median 26 28

Thus Class C had raised its range from 19 Story D, to 21
Story E, to 22 Story F with medians 24, 26, 26. E's range had
been changed from 21 Story D, 19 Story E, 26 Story F with medians
24, 27 and 28,which is a perfect score.
Charter's Verb Form II shows:
Class C (Control ) Class S (Experimental )
Range 33 - 40 39 - 40 (perfect score)
Median 38 40
So Class C had raised its range from 31 Form I, to 32 in
Special, to 33 in Form II, with medians 37, 37, and 38; Class E
had raised the lower extremity from 34 in Form I, to 37 in Special,
and 39 in Form II with medians of 38, 39, and 40,--the latter being
a perfect score.
Pressey Test Formlll gives these figures:
Class C (Control ) Class E (Experimental )
Range 18 - 30 28 - 30 (perfect score)
Median 25 29
Class C had come up from a range of 17 in Form I, to 18 in
Form II, and remained at 18 in Form III, with medians 24, 25 and
27 while E had as its lower range 19 in Form I, 25 in Form II and
28 in Form III with 27, 29 and 29 as respective medians-
Accompanying frequency charts, graphs and data sheets give
the entire story of each error of each pupil, the number of re-
peated errors in the three series^and the total number of errors.
It seems fair to make a few general statements concerning
the wcrk.
The possible number of errors for a division of twenty -one
pupils was 6174. Of the 6174 possible errors the control group
made 629, falling on about an eighth of the work, while the
experimental group made 331 of the possible 6174 failing on

approximately a nineteenth of it. In this respect, then, the ex-
perimental method proved itself twice as effective.
The main interest of the work, was, however, the elimination of
errors so it seemed worth while to check on the errors which were
repeated. If a pupil made an error in the first test, did he
repeat that same error in t he second or third form? If he made an
error in the second form, did it reappear in t he third? A checking
was made of the repetitions v/ith this result: 140 cases were found
in the control groups and 45 in the experimental. Thus the exper-
imental v/as three times as efficient as the control.
Although the comparision of ranges and medians of the two
groups "in the various forms of the tests shows no startling re-
sults there is a consistent, steady gain of the experimental over
the control group. The fact that three tests of different types
were used makes one feel the work is fairly thorough, and that the
results are real rather than having been built up for any one test.
Comprehensive data sheets, individual
error record charts, a chart of the totals
of errors, frequency charts and graphs of
all tests for classes C and E are given.
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FURTHER CHECK BY A JUNIOR -SENIOR TEST
Just after the tests of Series III were concluded came an
opportunity to place a further check upon this work in the form of
another test to be given to all the juniors and seniors of the school.
It was my task to make a test in conversational form which covered the
types of errors prevalent among our pupils. Eventually the test which
came was one which did not especially contain the errors upon v/hich
classes C and E had been working; in fact_, some in it were ones v/hich
they had never had. Thus it seemed as fair for all as for them. This
conversation between the two boys contained twenty errors rhieh were
to be corrected. A copy of this test is included here.
One v .lue of this check was that it came as a part of a term
examination so the two groups, C and E, had no means of knowing that
the results would be reported by me. However, it did appear at the
end of a rather long test, so many of the pupils did not have an
opportunity to reread the question before handing it in. In com-
paring the results of the two groups, we have the same lata for
judging as is maintained in the tests of Series I, II and III.
It will be interesting to compare the results of these
divisions with all the junior and senior groups which took the test
yet this fact should be kept in mind: no data is availabl e for the
euu '^ings of the oups reported . It will simply be possi 1 to
evaluate in a general way upon the grade in school^ and the course
that the division represents.
Etorn the groups whicl vere used throughout the experiment we
have this data:
TX.
Class C (Control) Class E (Experimental)
Range 10-20 (perfect score) 13-20
Median 15 18
The following graph will give the exact data:
ri n
10 n id. 13 h is it* <7 '* ro n 13 1+if il n
it n 36
In the following chart we have the comparison of these
classes with the junior and senior classes as a whole, with the
commercial, college, general and mechanic arts divisions of the
junior and senior classes.
Number of Pupils Range Median
Class C 21 10-20 15
Class E 21 13-20 18
Juniors 368 1-20 11
Seniors 270 4-20 12
Jr. Commercials 131 2-20 13
Jr. College 65 2-18 10
Jr. General 63 5-16 11
Jr. Mechanic Arts 109 1-18 10
Sr. Commercials 105 6-20 12
Sr. College 46 7-20 13
Sr. General 74 4-19 11
Sr. Mechanic Arts 45 5-18 11

TTIf JUNIOR SENIOR




correct should be unchanged; those that were wrong should be crossed
out and have the corrections written above. As:
came
He ©9me home yesterday.
John, whom did you say is going to speak to-night at the Ili-Y?
I haven't but one more lesson to make up, but I have got to stay at
home to do it if I want the credit. Gee, I should like to be their, t
though
I
I'd go if I was you. Everybody neglects their home lessons some-
times. Mr. Howes and Jack Towne is going to speak. Perhaps Jack
will speak loud enough so we can hear him at the rear of the hall
this time. Maybe Mr. Howes will tell a story different than the one
he told at the last meeting. Let's ask your mother if you may go.
How is she Tom?
She don't feel very good today. She lay down for four hours
yesterday and has drank two or three liquid meals as the doctor
ordered; but so far the doctor with all his orders seems to do no good
That is a shame. Will she be laying down today?
No, she is in the chair that sits by the window.
Can I go in to ask her if you may go with Tom and I?
Yes. She sees that it's us coming. Probably she has wanted
Ruth or I for sometime, so come in.
(
9^ (Note-; :his is a copy oi the test used for
the final checking .It was taken by




Thus the two groups, C with a range of 10-20, a median of
15 and E with a range of 13-20, median of 18, compare favorably
with the juniors as a whole with a range of 1-20, median 11 as
well as with the seniors whose range is 4-20 and whose median
is 12. These two divisions show the results of avareness of the
problem--especially in their superiority to the seniors in general,
and possibly to the college divisions of both grades.
Again the comparison of the two divisions shows no startling
results but there is the same steady difference that was main-
tained in Series I, II and III.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the teachers
of the English department who helped Collect the data from the
junior-senior test. Special thanks are due to Miss X who was
so cooperative throughout the entire experiment from November to
April. Any gain in the experimental group is a hard fought one,
for she is both efficient and enthusiastic; yet I believe the
method used in the experimental group is of benefit, especially
in the increased interest and ease on the part of the individual
pupil. In some cases, at least, pupils are no longer too
afraid to say a thing because now they are sure they are correct.
r
JHST CONCLUSIONS AND ^ECOMMENDAT IONS
Throughout the experiment certain principles have seemed
fundamental while certain methods, as I have used them, did not
appear to be valuable enough to warrant the time spent upon them.
At first, pride in speaking ones own language correctly
seemed rather hard to arouse. However, the pupils in Group E
in whose home some language other than English is spoken com-
pare very favorably with English speaking children and lead me
to say that this had a decidedly strong appeal to my own children
of foreign parentage. They v/ished to be good Americans in this
particular respect. One day the history teacher said, "I do
wish the E division would pay less attention to English and
more to history, in history class." Perhaps, after all it isn't
difficult to arouse pride in speaking correctly.
The demand for 100% accuracy in many phases of work is
accepted by commercial students so they grasped the idea of
it in English. However, I feel that it is far less easy to
obtain it in this field than in arithmetic or spelling, for
in many cases it implies the working knowledge of a rule as
well as the fact itself. To be sure, it is always, "He
doesn't feel well today. " or "Go slowly . * but it isn't as easy
to teach that one should say, "No girl or woman here knows her
neighbors well." or "Everybody should attend to his own business."
It is, of course, impossible to give the child all the forms which
he will use through life. He must have a simple, workable explan-
ation of the "why". The cards spoken of on which these simple
rules appear provide that knowledge but I fear they were not used
as efficiently as they might have been. This experiment emphasized,
"Say it; say it; say it until the right form says itself."
4
The us,e of the three forms of three tests gave a fairly
cornphrensive diagnostic and teaching scheme. The use of all
three might seem impractical for obvious reasons, so if only
one standardized test could be used I believe the Pressey
"Diagnostic Tests in Composition: Grammar" should be used for
high school groups. If no standardized test could be used, or
even along with one, the teacher might make out tests to cover
approximately the same errors. In this plan that was done
with the errors appearing in story form, similar to the Wilson
test with one test given each month from January to March.
A period once a month in which the test is given, papers
corrected, errors and scores recorded seems time well spent.
The definite record of scores and errors of each test
described on pagesXX and 3.*f has been of great value. It gave
the pupil a record of his own progress and kept his working
basis of errors before his attention v/hile it gave the teacher
data for arranging groups, working with individuals and making
dally dozens. The class charts which show the errors of the
individual pu >11, the sum of the various errors and the repeating
scores (Pages33-:3S') do not seem worth the effort for the ordinary
class room teacher. Possibly a large class chart where each
pupil recorded his own errors would be worth while; such a -scheme
wasn't practical here due to the need for accuracy in the report.
The use of the time between the warning and filing bells for
chorus repetition of such universally misused expressions as
"She doesn't feel well" and "He lay down yesterday." is efficient
5om<3-
use of time which in^class rooms is time wasted.
The group method teaches co-operation and in many ways is a
time saver. I believe, however, in order to be most efficient
each child must have each sentence missed carefully explained.

If the sentence is one which the child would naturally usej then
it v/ould be well to add it to his daily dozen.
The outstanding method of the experiment was, it seems to
me, what we have called our daily dozens described on page 3Lj .
This was a definite means of dealing with the individual and his
error. The time which the teacher had to spend following each
test in making out the dozens gave her an opportunity to make
an exercise which seemed to embody the variations of the error
which troubled the pupil. Then the pupil practiced, "Say it;
say it; say it until the right form says itself."
One question which naturally comes to ones mind is the time
element. Perhaps the teacher does have to spend more, especially
to get the scheme to working. However, the group plan, daily
dozens, individual record sheets and regular testing orogram
have been carried on in four of my five English classes, so it
is possible for the ordinary teacher to carry it with her usual
number of pupils. As for the time spent in class periods, the
tv/o divisions participating in the experiment have fulfilled the
requirements for other junior divisions.
In general the whole scheme has created a different attitude
in teacher and pupil; it has proven of value in that it offered
a definite goal given by a regular testing program and evolved
systematic, individual drills to reach that goal of correct
speech, one stamp of the good American.
L
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